
Executive Summary

Future operational demands on the U.S. submarine force may require more submarines
than will exist in the projected inventory. Furthermore, the shift toward littoral operations
may require smaller submarines in the future. The goal of this project was to design a sub-
marine that meets or exceeds the combat capability of present U.S. fast attack submarines,
including VIRGINIA, while realizing significant reductions in displacement and acquisition
cost. The design goals and thresholds for the Reduced Displacement Fast Attack Submarine
(RDFAS) are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Design Goals and Thresholds

Design Parameter Threshold Goal

Test Depth 75% of VA class 100% of VA class
Speed 75% of VA class 100% of VA class
Acoustic Stealth 75% of VA class 100% of VA class
Combat Capability 75% of VA class 100% of VA class
Manning <75% of VA class <50% of VA class
Displacement <80% of VA class <60% of VA class
Acquisition Cost ≤VA class <80% of VA class

Combat capability is defined as the composite of anti-submarine warfare (ASW), strike
warfare, mine warfare (MIW), special operations forces (SOF), and UUV capabilities.

An analysis of alternatives was conducted using an analytical hierarchical process to
determine the best design. A total of 27 variants, differentiated by 15 different design
parameters, were investigated. The common denominator of all variants was some form of
modular payload volume. Three different payload configurations were considered: external
payload canisters, a wasp-waist annular payload section, and a vertical payload box. The
modular payload concept was the key enabler allowing realization of the RDFAS design
objectives.

The final RDFAS design is centered around a free flood payload box located amidships
and totally within the envelope of the submarine. The payload box may be loaded with
one of five different mission modules: torpedoes (ASW), missiles (strike), MIW, SOF, or
UUVs. Thus, the RDFAS can perform all missions of the VIRGINIA, but not concurrently.
Additionally, the RDFAS is outfitted with four sail-mounted ONR half-length torpedoes for
self-defense. The defensive torpedoes are independent of the payload module.

The payload box structure is part of the submarine pressure hull and can withstand
full submergence pressure. The payload box walls are the same thickness as the cylindrical
shell and are stiffened with frames that align with the ring stiffeners of the pressure hull. A
structural analysis based on cylindrical pressure vessel and rectangular tank design theory
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was performed to ensure adequate strength of the novel pressure hull and payload box design.
The payload box concept is illustrated below:

Figure 1: Modular Payload Concept (w/ Torpedo Payload)

The final design parameters for the RDFAS are summarized in table 2.
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Table 2: Final Design Summary

Design Parameter Final

Length 294.4 ft
Diameter 28.75 ft

Submerged displacement 4178 LT
Max submerged speed 95% of VA

Test depth 100% of VA
Installed horsepower 16,000 SHP
Electrical capacity 4000 kW

Crew size 72
Endurance 90 days

Torpedo capacity 20
Missile capacity 12
Mine capacity 4
UUV capacity 2

OMOE 0.883
Lead acquisition cost $1.75 Billion

The final RDFAS design incorporates several unusual or unconventional submarine fea-
tures, in addition to the modular payload box. First, an inverted-Y stern section was used
to improve shallow water maneuvering. Second, a vertical payload launch system using gas
generators was devised to eject the payload from the payload box. Third, the internal tor-
pedo room was completely eliminated, since all weapons are located either in the payload
box or in the sail. Finally, several commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) pieces of equipment,
most notably high-speed generators, were used to save weight and volume.

A number of post-design analyses were conducted, including stability, surfaced seakeep-
ing, and modular payload operating costs, to determine the feasibility of the design. The
analyses indicate that the RDFAS is a feasible solution to the stated mission need. The
final RDFAS design satisfies the requirement for a smaller, less expensive submarine with
capabilities equivalent to VIRGINIA. However, the penalty for the reduced displacement
and cost is the loss of concurrent mission capability. The RDFAS can only carry one mission
payload module at a time, and must return to port to change modules.
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